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COMMENTARY
Not Your Father’s Trade Agenda: The Evolving Priorities of
International Trade and Investment Negotiations
Jonathan S. Kallmer*

1

global significance, with the United States, Canada, Mexico,
Australia, Vietnam, and six other countries already
participating, and Japan joining in July 2013. The TPP
would knit together economies spanning the Asia-Pacific
region and provide companies with important new opportunities to sell their goods and services across borders and
invest in markets in Asia and the Americas. Equally
important, if the ambitions to conclude negotiations in 2013
or 2014 hold, it would contain new innovations for addressing ‘twenty-first century’ trade and investment issues,
including competition, environmental protection, government procurement, intellectual property rights, investment,
labour, and regulatory coherence, among others.
After exploratory discussions that started in early 2012,
forty-eight countries1 (including the European Union’s
twenty-seven Member States) have formally agreed to
negotiate a Trade in Services Agreement (TISA). This
initiative is like a phoenix rising from the ashes of the
failed WTO Doha Round of multilateral trade
negotiations, where progress liberalizing global services
sectors was held hostage to intractable differences over
trade in agricultural products and industrial goods. The
countries negotiating the TISA – which account for some
70% of global services trade – will seek not just to further
open their markets to each others’ service providers; they
will also attempt to construct a legal framework that
permits the addition of new countries. This would
potentially allow their companies to be better able to
compete in the growing services markets of Brazil, China,
India, and Indonesia (among others) in the near future.
Arguably the most significant of these initiatives is the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP), a
negotiation toward a comprehensive economic agreement
that the EU and United States launched in February 2013.

INTRODUCTION

It is the most active time in international trade and
investment policy in a generation. Not since the Uruguay
Round of multilateral trade negotiations in the late 1980s
and early 1990s, which led to the creation of the World
Trade Organization (WTO), has there been such intense
negotiation of international economic agreements.
Throughout Europe, Asia, and the Americas, governments
are crafting new and far-reaching rules governing almost
the entire range of international commerce.
As impressive as these initiatives are for the size of the
economies that they cover, their greatest significance lies
in what they reflect about the challenges facing
international business. Tariffs still matter, of course, as do
foreign equity limitations, inefficient customs procedures,
and other market access barriers. But the distortions to
cross-border commerce that most disrupt the plans of
internationally engaged companies have in the past two
decades changed dramatically. For many companies, the
barriers that now matter most are less identifiable, less
associated with borders, less written down. They are more
subtle and more insidious. That governments understand
this and are prepared to respond meaningfully to the
concerns of global companies is what makes the current
bounty of negotiations so promising.

2

THE (NEW) BIG THREE

The wealth of international economic policy negotiations
has not quite emerged overnight, but it has happened
quickly.
The Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) was launched years
ago but has only in the past year become a negotiation of

Notes
*

Counsel, International Trade and International Dispute Resolution, Crowell & Moring LLP. Mr Kallmer served as Deputy Assistant U.S. Trade Representative for Investment
from 2007 to 2012. He can be reached at jkallmer@crowell.com.
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The economies negotiating the TISA are Australia, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, the European Union, Hong Kong, Iceland, Israel, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand,
Norway, Pakistan, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, South Korea, Switzerland, Taiwan, Turkey, and the United States.
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3.1 Regulatory Barriers

Given that the two economies produce almost 50% of
global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and account for
fully 30% of world trade,2 the TTIP would be the most
ambitious bilateral economic agreement of all time. In
addition to reducing tariffs, increasing market access, and
protecting investment between the world’s two largest
economies, the TTIP has the potential to rewrite many of
the rules of global trade and become the state-of-the-art for
the rest of the world. Despite the growing independence
of developing countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America
in negotiating their own deals, the world still looks to
Europe and the United States for leadership on
international economic rules.

3

The most significant obstacles to cross-border commerce
increasingly have little to do with borders. They arise,
rather, from the choices that countries make about their
priorities for domestic regulation and the legal,
institutional, and other mechanisms that they use to effect
those choices. While few would question the right of
governments to regulate to protect health, safety, the
environment, and other public policy interests, many
countries’ approaches to regulation – and the differences in
those approaches across jurisdictions – unnecessarily raise
the costs for companies of engaging in international trade
and investment. In many cases, these costs result not from
any intention to harm foreign firms but from mere
regulatory disparities. In other instances, governments
actively use domestic regulatory policy to give their
companies a competitive advantage.
The challenges relating to domestic regulation tend to
turn less on the content of the rules as on the processes by
which governments develop, enact, and enforce them.
There are several categories of differences in how countries
approach regulation that may needlessly raise costs on
global companies. A first category involves ‘rules of
decision’, i.e., the presumptions, burdens, or default rules
that regulators, by law or practice, use to approve products
or services for sale to the public. A textbook example
concerns nutritional supplements. A country whose
authorities permit the sale of a certain diet pill only when
it has been proven ‘safe’ and a country whose authorities
prohibit the sale of that same pill only if it is shown to be
‘unsafe’ may be applying the same substantive standard of
safety. Yet the difference in presumption, and the
consequences for how companies must structure their
operations to comply with that difference, create costs
(including, ultimately, for consumers) that may be
difficult to justify on health or safety grounds.
Another category of procedural difference concerns
countries’ processes for determining that a person is
qualified to provide a service, for example for credentialing
professional service suppliers. Any two economies may
require that doctors, lawyers, accountants, or architects
exhibit equivalent levels of skill, competence, and
experience. Yet to the extent that their procedures for
satisfying those requirements differ, they may create
needless burdens on both the individuals seeking those
credentials in multiple markets and on the firms seeking
to employ them.
A final way in which differential approaches to
regulation create unnecessary costs concerns differences in

THE NEXT GENERATION OF INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMIC ISSUES

These three initiatives represent a renaissance in
international economic policy. Not in two decades have so
many economies – representing such a significant share of
global GDP – committed to such comprehensive
liberalization of their economies. Yet the most striking
feature of these initiatives is not their size or simultaneity
but their substance. For the priorities of these negotiations
reflect how global business has changed and how the
barriers that governments use to protect their firms have
changed as well.
To be sure, the traditional issues in international trade
and investment policy still matter, and these three
initiatives will aggressively address them. Import tariffs
on many goods are still too high, and there is often a
significant difference between the tariff rates that
countries are permitted to apply and those that they
actually do apply. Agricultural and textile interests
continue to play outsized roles compared to their
economic significance. And both manufacturing and
services companies still face unacceptable nationalitybased discrimination through foreign equity limitations,
corporate form requirements, and economic needs tests.
The greatest innovations of these three negotiations,
however, relate to the more modern and pernicious types
of trade and investment barriers, of which four categories
in particular stick out, namely those relating to:
(1) regulatory barriers; (2) ‘forced localization’ measures;
(3) government influence and control; and (4) cross-border
data flows. The following describes how this set of issues
has come to dominate much of the discussion
regarding the next generation of global trade and
investment rules.

Notes
2

See Final Report of the High Level Working Group on Jobs and Growth (11 Feb. 2013) (‘HLWG Final Report’) available at http://www.ustr.gov/about-us/press-office/
reports-and-publications/2013/final-report-us-eu-hlwg, at 1 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).
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management measures necessary to ensure the high
level of health protection chosen in the Community
may be adopted, pending further scientific information
for a more comprehensive risk assessment.4

how regulations are promulgated and administered. Many
countries lack formal mechanisms, such as the United
States has under the Administrative Procedures Act,
providing for advance publication and the opportunity for
interested parties to comment on proposed regulations.
Where countries provide for these or similar procedures,
notice and comment periods may be so short as to be
meaningless, or governments may have no obligation to
consider and respond to the substantive comments that
they receive. In many cases, countries lack mechanisms for
private parties to appeal or otherwise seek formal review of
administrative decisions affecting them. Given the
importance of legal certainty and predictability to
internationally engaged companies, deficiencies in
regulatory transparency may substantially increase the
costs of doing business in certain markets.
All three of the agreements under negotiation will aim
to reduce the costs and distortions associated with
divergent approaches to regulation. Of the group,
regulatory issues are most significant in the TTIP. The EU
and United States have comparatively few traditional trade
and investment barriers between them. While the
elimination of remaining marginal tariffs will provide
significant economic benefits, given the volume of trade at
issue, the persistent barriers to greater and more efficient
transatlantic commerce are regulatory in character. Indeed,
the two sides have acknowledged the need ‘to reduce costs
associated with regulatory differences by promoting
greater compatibility, including, where appropriate,
harmonization of future regulations …’3 Even where they
are pursuing comparable levels of regulatory protection,
which in most cases they are, the EU and United States
often take such different procedural approaches to
regulation that they needlessly raise costs on companies
(including many affiliated entities) doing business across
the Atlantic.
One of the most difficult issues in the TTIP
negotiations will concern the two sides’ respective
approaches to food safety or, more broadly, human, animal,
and plant health in the context of agricultural products
(sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures in international
trade parlance). The history of EU-US trade tensions is
largely a story of the differences that regulators use in
evaluating the safety of imported agricultural products.
The EU has long relied on the ‘precautionary principle’,
which reflects the view that where:

In contrast, the United States considers the precautionary
principle, relying as it arguably does on non-scientific
means of risk management, as inconsistent with the WTO
SPS Agreement, which provides that SPS measures that
burden trade must be science-based. Differences in
regulatory approaches to food safety have led to a number
of disputes between the EU and United States in the
WTO, including over imports of hormone-treated beef
and approval requirements for Genetically Modified
Organisms (GMOs).
The EU and United States will also seek to
‘approximate’ their approaches to regulation in a number
of other areas. With respect to chemicals, recognizing the
two sides’ very different approaches to regulation, the
negotiations will likely focus on reducing costly
procedural disparities, including with respect to risk
management measures and classification and labelling
practices.5 Negotiators will also seek greater convergence
on automotive regulation, most likely by seeking to align
substantively comparable standards on auto safety,
emissions, and fuel efficiency.6 And they will seek greater
transparency, and potential substantive convergence, in
services sectors such as banking, insurance, and auditing/
accounting, among others.
Next to simple restrictions on market access, regulatory
burdens may be the most damaging type of barriers for
companies supplying services across borders. For this
reason, the countries negotiating a TISA will also focus
substantially on regulatory issues. Companies in all
services sectors will have a stake in the outcome of this
element of the negotiation, but certain sectors stick out.
For example, differences in national approaches to
financial regulation are a notorious cause of unnecessary
economic costs and administrative burdens. In addition,
separate national or sub-national certification processes for
certain professional service providers create substantial
costs for individuals and firms in those sectors.
Regulatory issues have also played a significant role in
the continuously evolving TPP negotiations. Indeed, the
TPP (if it concludes per political leaders’ ambitious
schedules) would become the first major trade and
investment agreement to systematically take on regulatory
matters. The TPP’s chapter on ‘Regulatory Coherence’,
coupled with provisions focused on regulatory practices in

the possibility of harmful effects on health is identified
but scientific uncertainty persists, provisional risk

Notes
3

HLWG Final Report, at 3.

4

Regulation (EC) No. 178/2002, OJ L 31 p. 9 of 1 Feb. 2002.

5

See United States Council for International Business Submission to the US Trade Representative on Promoting Regulatory Compatibility between the United States and the
European Union (5 Nov. 2012), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=USTR-2012-0028-0074, at 2 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).

6

See Jeffrey J. Schott and Cathleen Cimino, Crafting a Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership: What Can Be Done, Peterson Institute for International Economics (Mar.
2013), available at http://www.iie.com/publications/pb/pb13-8.pdf, at 15 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).
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are difficult to oppose on grounds of nationality-based
discrimination. Indeed, many governments can plausibly
argue that such measures ‘treat all companies the same’.
Third, governments have at their disposal an almost
limitless supply of such measures. Unlike tariffs and
foreign equity caps, which cannot fall below zero,
governments can always identify new domestic interests to
which foreign firms should contribute as conditions for
participation in their economies.
In recent years the international business community
has focused intensively on the economic distortions and
competitive disadvantages caused by forced localization
measures. Various industry groups have identified and
analysed the range of such measures that companies use,
and in 2012 the United States developed a dedicated
policy initiative for combating the phenomenon. It is
therefore not surprising that forced localization measures
are squarely in the cross-hairs of each of these three
agreements, though the specific types of concerns vary
from agreement to agreement.
Forced localization measures are a source of substantial
concern for many countries negotiating the TPP. Some
TPP countries are among the most common users of these
policies and practices. For example, Australia maintains
local content requirements for television, including 55%
domestic programming during prime time.8 Canada has
been challenged in the WTO for requiring the use of
domestic equipment in its renewable energy programme;9
it also maintains television content quotas.10 Malaysia
maintains local content quotas for television programming
and advertising.11 Vietnam has proposed a measure
requiring that equipment used for providing data centre
and cloud computing services be located in Vietnam.12 It
also maintains requirements that foreign pay television
providers hire local agents to provide advance translation
services for a wide range of content.13 And the United
States maintains the ‘Buy American’ provisions of the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, which
condition the receipt of government stimulus funds on the
use of US iron, steel, and other goods in domestic
construction and related projects.14
In the services context, where governments lack the
ability to raise tariffs, impose quotas, or introduce
complicated customs procedures, requirements that

other chapters, will address a range of concerns regarding
the promulgation and administration of regulations in
Asia-Pacific economies, including the possible
establishment of national coordinating bodies, the use of
regulatory impact assessments, and the adoption of public
comment periods for draft regulations.7

3.2 ‘Forced Localization’ Measures
Some of the newest and most pernicious types of
challenges for globally engaged companies fall under the
heading of ‘forced localization’ measures. These are
requirements that firms locate investments or operations,
consume goods or services, or carry out other activities
within a country’s territory as a condition of doing
business there. Forced localization measures may be broad
and diverse and include (among other categories): data
storage requirements (e.g., where a retail company obtaining
customer information is required to store that information
on servers within the country); local content requirements
(e.g., where a telecommunications firm is required to
purchase a certain percentage of its equipment and
network security services from local vendors; ownership/
management requirements (e.g., where an express delivery
company is required to form a joint venture with a local
partner and ensure that a certain percentage of senior
management are nationals; technology transfer requirements
(e.g., where an energy services company is required to
provide its drilling technology to a national oil company);
and indigenous innovation requirements (e.g., where a mobile
telecommunications company is required to incorporate
locally developed microchip technology into its devices).
While politically appealing in the short term for their
perceived employment and development benefits, forced
localization measures can be particularly harmful trade and
investment barriers, for several reasons. First, such
measures disrupt companies’ decisions about how most
efficiently to deploy their global supply chains. In doing
so, they distort the competitive landscape and create
economic losses not just for foreign firms and local
consumers, but for the country as a whole, which becomes
a less attractive place to do business. Second, because such
measures by their terms typically do not treat foreign
companies less favourably than domestic companies, they

Notes
7

See Ian F. Fergusson et al., ‘The Trans-Pacific Partnership Negotiations and Issues for Congress’, Congressional Research Service (15 Apr. 2013), available at http://insidetrade.com/
iwpfile.html?file=apr2013%2Fwto2013_1327a.pdf, at 43 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).

8

See 2013 National Trade Estimate Report on Foreign Trade Barriers, Office of the US Trade Representative (1 Apr. 2013) (‘2013 NTE Report), available at http://www.ustr.gov/
sites/default/files/2013%20NTE.pdf, at 30 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).

9

See 2013 NTE Report, at 57.

10

See ibid., at 59.

11

See ibid., at 253.

12

See ibid., at 383.

13

See ibid., at 384.

14

See American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009, Pub. L. No. 111-5, § 1605.
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distortions and inequities that government influence and
control may create. Private companies legitimately fear
that governments may, in ways undetected and
undetectable, put a thumb on the scale of the competitive
landscape in favour of their own firms. State-owned
Enterprises (‘SOEs’) may receive government cash
infusions that permit them to outbid private sector rivals
in tenders both at home and in third countries. Sovereign
Wealth Funds (‘SWFs’) may be able to borrow from their
central banks at non-commercial rates, allowing them to
invest more aggressively than the market would otherwise
allow. Even private ‘national champions’ may receive
regulatory preferences from governments, for example in
the development of product standards or technical
regulations, that give them a structural advantage over
their foreign rivals. All such preferences permit SOEs and
similar entities to compete on more favourable terms
against their private sector rivals in markets around the
world.
Only in the last decade have globally engaged
companies (and some governments) come to appreciate the
nature and extent of the distortions that increased
government participation in the economy may cause.
WTO rules and regional and bilateral trade and
investment agreements address these challenges only
peripherally, and companies around the world routinely
cite the absence of international rules or principles
concerning state influence and control as a gaping hole in
the global economic architecture. These three agreements
offer the possibility of meaningfully filling that hole.
The TPP negotiations have been instrumental in
starting to place rules regarding government influence and
control on an international law footing, as the parties
likely will agree to provisions to ensure that SOEs and
similar types of entities compete on commercial terms.
While the contents of the negotiation are confidential, one
suspects that negotiators will seek to include at least some
of the provisions that companies have requested. These
include requirements that countries: identify their SOEs
and other government-controlled entities, as well as the
interests they hold in them; ensure that SOEs and similar
entities operate on the basis of ‘commercial
considerations’; address concerns over ‘subsidized finance’
or ‘subsidized investment’, where SOEs and related
entities receive capital at below-market rates or otherwise
on non-commercial terms; and mandate that SOEs and

countries source inputs or locate production domestically
are often irresistible tools for protecting domestic firms.
For this reason, the reduction or elimination of forced
localization requirements will be a high priority for the
economies negotiating the TISA. Companies across sectors
are already imploring governments to decisively address
this phenomenon. Global media and entertainment
companies must grapple with domestic laws requiring
that a certain percentage of domestic television
programming be broadcast in a given week or limiting the
number of cinema screens on which foreign films can be
shown.15 Internet and other technology companies are
concerned about requirements that firms locate equipment
and facilities in the countries in which they operate.16 And
retailers must deal with requirements that they source
given levels of products from within the country.17
While addressing forced localization measures will be a
component of the TTIP negotiations, the EU and United
States will be doing so not so much because such measures
are a hindrance to transatlantic trade, but because of the
opportunity the two sides have to send a strong message to
third countries and carve the outlines of a global standard
on the issue. US and European firms share interests in
disciplining such measures throughout the world, and
they will likely take the opportunity presented by the
TTIP to develop either binding legal rules or ‘best
practice’ guidelines that can serve as a model for third
countries wanting to attract greater foreign investment
and participation in their economies.

3.3 Government Influence and Control
Of the many developments in the global economy in the
two decades since the close of the Uruguay Round, few
have been as important as the growing influence of
economies characterized by significant levels of
government influence and control. State-owned companies
account for 80% of the stock market value in China, 62%
in Russia, and 38% in Brazil. They were responsible for
one third of developing country foreign direct investment
between 2003 and 2010. Developed countries also have
significant pockets of state control; France owns 85% of
Électricité de France (‘EDF’), Japan owns 50% of Japan
Tobacco, and Germany owns 32% of Deutsche Telekom.18
As the participation of governments in international
commerce has increased, so too have concerns over the

Notes
15

See Peter Allgeier, Comments on the International Services Agreement Negotiations, Coalition of Service Industries (26 Feb. 2013) (‘CSI TISA Comments’), available at http://
www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=USTR-2013-0001-0027, at 2 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013); see also Greg Frazier, Comments on the International Services Agreement
Negotiations, Motion Picture Association of America (26 Feb. 2013), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=USTR-2013-0001-0036, at 2–3 (accessed
28 Apr. 2013).

16

See John Neuffer, Comments on the International Services Agreement Negotiations, Information Technology Industry Council (26 Feb. 2013), available at http://
www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=USTR-2013-0001-0023, at 4 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).

17

See Sarah F. Thorn, Comments on the International Services Agreement Negotiations, Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (26 Feb. 2013) (‘Walmart TISA Comments’), available at http://
www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=USTR-2013-0001-0028, at 2–4 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).

18

See Special report: State capitalism, The Economist (21 Jan. 2012).
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not just those in the ICT sector. Whether for industrial
manufacturers managing sourcing and distribution
throughout their global supply chains, media and
entertainment companies delivering content and
programming to new markets, or financial institutions
clearing international transactions, companies in almost all
sectors depend implicitly on the ability to transmit data
digitally across borders. Few of the government officials
negotiating the GATS and other WTO agreements could
have conceived of this.
Yet just as the need for companies to have free crossborder data flows has grown, efforts by governments to
restrict those flows have increased. Governments restrict
data flows for many reasons – both stated and actual –
including privacy, consumer protection, cyber security,
preservation of culture, and public morals, among others.
While the inherent legitimacy of these motives is difficult
to question, the measures used to effect them are often
overbroad, under-inclusive, and opaque.
International business interests – across sectors – have
pressed for each of these three agreements to ensure that
companies can transmit data freely across borders and that
the restrictions that governments impose be narrow and
transparent. In the case of the TPP, companies are
motivated largely by the concern that certain countries
will use restrictions on data flows for protectionist
purposes. TPP negotiators may succeed in crafting
language that, for the first time, explicitly protects the
cross-border flow of data, subject to limited, narrowlytailored public policy exceptions.
After ensuring that they can access markets on open and
non-discriminatory terms, there are few issues as important
to international service providers as maintaining unfettered cross-border data flows. Services companies in all sectors will press hard for the TISA to strongly protect
international digital traffic, subject to narrow and welldefined public policy exceptions (such as national security,
public safety, and consumer protection). Software companies
are naturally among the most vocal supporters of liberal
cross-border data flows, arguing that the benefits of global
cloud computing services depend largely on the ability to
centralize the storage and distribution of data wherever is
most appropriate to do so.22 Instant, unfettered flows of
information are equally critical to express delivery
companies, whose business models depend on the ability to

related entities disclose details regarding their governance
structures (to ensure that they are managed by
professionals rather than politicians) and their financial
accounts (to ensure that they are using legitimate
international accounting practices).
Addressing the potential distortions caused by
government participation in the economy will also be a
significant focus of the TISA. SOEs and other instruments
of government influence and control are particularly
prominent in services sectors, including in the ICT,
energy, telecommunications, and financial services
sectors.19 For example, SOEs have historically created
particular distortions in the insurance industry. Stateowned insurance firms may provide their policyholders
with implicit government guarantees or enjoy exemptions
from certain requirements relating to licensing, taxes, and
competition laws. In many economies (such as Japan,
Korea, and Taiwan), where state postal monopolies also
sell insurance products, insurance arms may benefit from
more lenient enforcement treatment, preferential
licensing, advantageous business structures, and noncommercial financing.20 Many of these same benefits
advantage the delivery of national postal entities of express
delivery services, as compared to their foreign and private
competitors.21
In the TTIP, the EU and United States will also likely
negotiate provisions relating to state influence and
control. As with forced localization measures, however, the
two sides will be addressing not so much a bilateral
irritant as a broader global challenge, and the key
audiences will be located not in Washington and Brussels
but in Beijing, Moscow, and Hanoi. Regardless of what
the TPP and TISA achieve in terms of disciplining SOEs
and related entities, any rules, principles, or guidelines to
emerge from the TTIP negotiation will provide an
important benchmark against which global companies
will measure governments around the world.

3.4 Restrictions on Cross-Border Data Flows
The WTO came into existence on 1 January 1995.
Netscape went public on 9 August 1995. Since that time,
the digital transmission of data across borders has become
critical to almost all internationally engaged companies,
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19
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20
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Comments’), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=USTR-2013-0001-0008, at 3–5 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013); Stephen Simchak, Comments on the
International Services Agreement Negotiations (February 25, 2013) (‘AIA TISA Comments’), available at http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=USTR-2013-00010013, at 3–5 (accessed 28 Apr. 2013).

21
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facilitate and track the movement of packages around the
world in real time. Retailers and wholesalers need to oversee
their global purchasing, inventory, and distribution;23
securities dealers trading in overnight markets must be able
to count on near instantaneous clearing of transactions;24 and
insurance companies need reliable flows of information to
make underwriting decisions, process claims, and prevent
fraud.25
The differing perspectives of the EU and United States
on the desirability of freely moving data will create
particular challenges in the TTIP context. While
European firms, like their US counterparts, depend
implicitly on the ability to move information across
borders instantaneously, Europe and the United States
have very different traditions and legal regimes concerning
privacy and personal information. As Google, Yahoo!, and
other Internet companies have found, EU law contains
strong protections for personal data, and one can expect
these protections to inform the approach of European
TTIP negotiators. The stakes are too high for the two sides
to fail to resolve this issue, but it will be a significant
challenge for negotiators to develop language that
properly protects cross-border data flows, while preserving
the expansive conception of privacy that Europeans
cherish.

4

The current agenda of major global trade and investment
negotiations represents a new dawn for international
economic policy. Despite not yet including many key
developing country markets, the economic significance of
the agreements under negotiation is colossal. Assuming
they can be finalized, these accords will immediately
increase market access opportunities and remove trade and
investment barriers in a substantial portion of the world’s
economy.
What makes these negotiations so important, however,
is that they reflect an important shift in negotiating
priorities to the emerging sets of challenges faced by
companies doing business across borders. The concrete,
identifiable obstacles that countries erect at their borders
are still commercially significant and priorities for
addressing, but it is a new breed of behind-the-border
regulatory and administrative policies and practices that
are creating the greatest complications for many
internationally engaged companies. Differential regulatory
burdens, forced localization measures, government
influence and control, and restrictions on cross-border data
flows – these are the issues that reveal how the concerns of
cross-border firms are evolving and how the rules
governing international trade and investment need to
evolve to address them.
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